Ritlee 750 S/P Rotary Lawnmower
Built for Schools, Municipalities, Contractors, and any
application with large areas to be well manicured.
Fitted with optional:
13 hp Honda or Briggs, or Kohler engine.

Cut OVER
Flower beds cut
up tight against
walls, trees etc.

Point
Chassis

Ritlee 750 Features and Benefits.
Feature

Benefit

Is the shortest 750 mower body in the business (Chassis-- For Fingertip manoeuvring in those tight closed in areas.
Rectangular 1,6mm steel structure)

Cut

750mm Rotary-- Cuts wider than its wheel base.

Ideal for one pass clean cut right up against fencing,
trees, walls and over bedding verges

Grass Cutting Blade
Options:

Optional with Solid Blade or Dished and Rimmed Disc
with 3x Swing blades (2 Minutes to change)

For some reason SA users like to use Disc with
Swing blades. In my mind for a efficient, cleaner cut
with much more power to blade, the solid blade
option should be fitted.

All below Height Adjustment features (Done to set for typical work where our mower is stationed) will give solid and precise positioning of
blade as well as to save on costly spares like spindles, spindle pulleys, V-Belts, Height adjustment linkages etc. Have a look at old 750
linkages.---One position badly worn from constant use, other positions still like new!
Height Adjustment

Quick Adjustment: Both front wheels (Swivel) have 5x Height
adjusting spacers which are arranged for best height-- then
fixed with lock pin
Deck itself: 3 Position then lockable for setting level cut.
Blade Within Deck: Can position deep to flush with deck -Then fixable.

Either Solid Blade or Disc with 3x Swing
blades can be fitted (5 Minutes!)

Anti Vibration
Spindle Shaft

Gearbox and Diff
Gear Selection and
instant stop
Gear Lever support

Grass Discharge &
Deck discharge flow
plate.
Free Flow at
Discharge

V-Belt: On taper lock on spindle shaft- can easily be aligned
with engine pulley then tightened.
Engine plate has 6x Rubber engine mountings

Machine can easily be set for whatever height of cut.-With less linkages, pulleys, belts etc. to wear and
break. This will give a true cut at all times.
Set deck at most common position then lock in place-less wearing parts.
With blade deeper in deck makes unit very safe with
less chance of throwing stones. With blade more
flush causes real clean, level and true cut.
Aligned v-belt means no twisting or dipping of belt
which causes slipping and breakages of belt.
To absorb excessive vibration and prevent operator
arm tingle after hours of use.

Has 26mm Diameter Spindle shaft running on 3x Lubricatable Ideal secure mounting for blades. This system used
High Speed bearings, with 16mm inner shaft for Blade
by a lot of imported industrial ride on mowers.
mounting bolt.
Fitted with 5-N-1 sealed gearbox with internal diff.
No external drive chains which easily misalign then
burst diff!
Has finger tip gear selector lever working in gate style housing- Gate forces operator to engage neutral before any
- Neutral engaged-- machine drive stops!
gear selection.-- Real good protection
Has double bearings in deck and gearbox engaging levers as Exceptional lever support and ease of operation with
well as bearings in deck and gearbox engaging rods.
no bending shafts.
Grass deflector manufactured from Rubber Conveyer Belting-Will handle bumping against objects and come back to shape
Has welded skid pan at discharge which ensures free flow
even when grass volume is above normal.

Ritlee Web:
www.ritlee.co.za

